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UM PROFESSOR HELPING NASA MAP VOLCANOES ON VENUS
By Cary Shimek 
University Relations
Despite its lovely name, Venus is not a nice place. A person standing on the surface of the 
second planet would be subjected to clouds of sulfuric acid, temperatures reaching 900 degrees 
Fahrenheit and air pressure equivalent to swimming a kilometer underwater on Earth.
Venus had always been a planet of mystery -- veiled by a thick atmosphere that causes a 
runaway greenhouse effect ~  but that changed between 1990 and 1992 when NASA used radar on 
the Magellan spacecraft to map the surface. Data flooded in, revealing a tortured landscape covered 
with volcanic flows and deformed mountain ranges.
Researchers estimate that a million active volcanoes dot the surface of the planet, but no one 
knows for certain. It would take a skilled scientist 10 years of constant work to find all of Venus’ 
volcanoes by sifting through the 30,000 digital images obtained by Magellan.
That’s where The University of Montana-Missoula’s David Opitz comes in. An assistant 
professor of computer science, Opitz is one of several researchers across the nation working with 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory to develop software to automatically classify and map volcanoes 
and other features in the Venus images.
This is cutting-edge stuff because it would require a program more advanced than anything
- more -
known today. Opitz’s specialties are artificial intelligence and machine learning, and he hopes to 
help write a program that will learn as it goes along.
“In the end, the program would basically write itself,” Opitz said.
Pointing at a cratered image of Venus floating on a computer screen in his UM office, Opitz 
said it is fairly easy for a trained scientist to spot and identify volcanoes. However, all a computer 
sees is code — a sequence of ones and zeros. For a machine to realize that a sequence of lighter and 
darker pixels in a digital image actually represent volcanoes or craters requires a higher level of 
comprehension.
“The U.S. government alone has spent over $3 billion on the problem of computer vision, 
with very little to show for its investm ent,” he said. “The task is just plain hard .”
In the traditional way of writing programs, tasks are rigidly defined. Opitz could write a 
complex program that would recognize a volcano in one or several instances. However, the program 
would eventually get tripped up by the nearly infinite variety of features confronting it. And writing 
a standard program to handle every instance would be so labor intensive that it would be nearly 
impossible.
Another option would be to write an expert system to study the images. With such a system, 
a programmer sits down with an expert in a field -  in this case a planetary geologist -  and writes a 
program based on what the expert tells him. The programmer tries to unravel the thought processes 
the expert uses to solve a problem, establishing rules to handle the task. But expert systems are also 
no picnic to write, since an expert uses up to a million chunks of knowledge to make a decision.
“When a human being does something, it’s more of a feeling ... an autom atic,” Opitz said. 
“This makes it hard to come up with a concrete rule base for such a system. We can all be
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considered experts in the field of vision, for instance. We open our eyes and within milliseconds we 
can interpret what we see. Nobody, however, can explain the exact rules for doing this.”
An alternative to expert systems is machine learning -  in which a computer program w-ould 
learn from experience. Learning programs examine the case history of what has happened with a 
particular problem in the past and then come up with a model that describes this history. As each 
new problem — or different-looking volcano -- is encountered, the program would keep adding to its 
model and thus learn, much like a person. As the machine learns, the computer becomes more 
accurate at the task.
Opitz hopes to combine an expert system with machine learning to help craft software that 
will solve NASA’s volcano-counting dilemma. He envisions software that would allow human 
operators to give suggestions and modify the program’s learning algorithm -- a step-by-step method 
for solving a problem -  as the program examines the Venus data. Over time, the process would 
speed up until its learning was almost instantaneous.
Opitz said, “In this case, the user could just point to the screen and say, ‘Here are a few 
sample volcanos,’ and the computer takes over.”
Opitz said his ultimate goal isn’t creating artificial intelligence -  a machine that thinks like a 
human. “I want the machine to learn through experience to do the best it can at any particular task,” 
he said. “Whether that mimics a human is irrelevant.”
If Opitz and his fellow researchers succeed in creating programs that can interpret digital 
images, the possibility for spin-off applications of the technology would be nearly limitless. NASA 
could use the technology to map other statistically abundant landforms, like craters. The technology 
also could be used on Earth, perhaps to map all the less-used roads on U.S. Forest Service land or to
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classify vegetation.
Another use could be petrographic image analysis — taking a picture of a rock sample and 
using a program to count the pores in the stone. This could help oil companies decide where to 
explore for oil. The technology also could have applications for medicine, helping doctors analyze 
digital images, and the robotic eyes of the future, allowing machines to “see” more like a person.
Opitz said his work with NASA is still fairly preliminary, but he expects to dive into the 
project this summer.
“I’ve made contacts and have new software in place,” he said. “Now it’s time for the 
interesting science to begin.”
A Helena native, the 31-year-old Opitz joined UM in January 1997. His research is funded 
by a grant from the NASA Montana Space Grant Consortium, a Department of Energy Grant and a 
young investigator award from the National Science Foundation.
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